COMMUNITY RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIP

Project Proposal Guidelines

SCOPE OF WORK

Purpose
Please state briefly the purpose of the project(s) the Community Research Assistant (CRA) would be working on.

Project components
Please list and briefly describe the key components of the project(s) and any research questions, if relevant.

Deliverables
Please list the desired deliverables for the CRA to have completed by the end of the academic year.

Additional partners or organizational support
If relevant, please list any outside consultants who will be working with the CRA or organizational supports that will be available to them (in addition to the site supervisor).

JOB DESCRIPTION

To ensure the DIP is able to find the right graduate student for your organization and proposed project please list the primary responsibilities, necessary knowledge/skills, and qualifications for this role and work.

Primary Responsibilities and Functions

Necessary Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities

Preferred (or minimum) Qualifications and/or Experience